
How to Use Facebook 
to Sell More Homes
8 Unique Tips for Real Estate Professionals

92% of homebuyers use the Internet in their home search.1 One of the best 
ways to get in front of current and potential clients online is to build your presence 
on social media. Facebook, the most popular social networking site, is a great tool 
to showcase your personality, connect with homebuyers, and show off your latest 
listings. Here are some tips on how to use today’s hottest social media platform.

1. HAVE FUN WITH POSTS
Keep your posts fun and lighthearted. There’s no need to be too serious. Find 
what makes your listing unique and write something fun or entertaining about 
it that will appeal to potential buyers.

2. POST WITH PERSONALITY
Post content that shows off your personality and lets people see the real you. No 
one wants to engage with a robot. By demonstrating your personality, it builds 
trust and a deeper connection with potential and current clients.

3. KEEP UP THE MOMENTUM BY POSTING DAILY
Stay consistent by posting various content daily, but be careful, posting several 
times a day can turn people off. If you don’t have anything to post one day, that’s 
okay. Always be thinking of new content to share with your Facebook network.

4. SHARE CONTENT ABOUT THE COMMUNITY
Post more than just your new listings. Take it a step further and paint the picture 
of living in the community you represent by sharing new local restaurants, social 
events, and hot spots.

5. SCHEDULE POSTS ON SPECIFIC DAYS AND TIMES
Use Facebook Insights to discover when the majority of your Facebook fans are 
online and most likely to be viewing your posts. Based on our research, Wednesdays 
and Thursdays appear to be the most popular days for viewing listings.

6. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF Facebook ADVERTISING
Facebook advertising is an affordable way to ensure your listings are seen online 
by a specific targeted audience. The spring season is a great time to run ads. It’s 
the best and busiest time to sell a home. “I try my best to target the property to 
a specific group of prospective buyers based on unique features.” -Chicago real 
estate pro, Susan Colella

7. UPLOAD A PROFESSIONAL PROFILE PICTURE AND COVER PHOTO
Your profile picture should represent you as a professional and show off your 
personality. But use caution when choosing your profile picture. Remember you 
always want to make a good first impression. Your cover photo can range from one 
of your favorite listings to the city or neighborhood you represent. 

8. POST ONLY PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY PHOTOGRAPHY
Stand out by posting professional property photographs. Facebook posts with 
images see 230% more engagement than those without images.2
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Before you post a new listing on Facebook, schedule a photo 
shoot session today! Visit VHT.com or call 800-790-8687.
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